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The   Nobel   Film   Legacy   Series   in   partnership   with   the   Nobel   Peace   Prize   Laureate-led   nonprofit  
PeaceJam,   commissioned   Sarah   Hamilton    to   author   and   design   the   Official   Study   and  
Discussion   Guide   for   the   documentary   The   Dalai   Lama   –   Scientist.   The   Nobel   Legacy   Film  
Series   highlights   the   cutting-edge   work   being   done   by   these   Laureates   as   they   fight   to   create   a  
better   future   for   all   of   humanity.  

With   extensive,   rare,   never   before   seen   footage   told   through   The   Dalai   Lama’s   own   words,   The  
Dalai   Lama   Scientist   details   the   14th   Dalai   Lama's   lifelong   journey   into   the   world   of   science   and  
technology,   and   the   world-changing   initiatives   that   followed.   This   film   is   the   recipient   of   over   40  
awards,   including   best   picture,   best   director   and   best   documentary.  

Sarah’s   work   with   the   Official   Guide   for   Study   and   Discussion   is   now   available   worldwide   to   the  
public   and   universities   film   with   the   Official   Film   Screening   License   Kit.    The   study   guide   was  
well   received,   including   accolades   from   the   Dalai   Lama.   Chhime   Rigzing   Choekyapa,   Senior  
Spokesman   and   Private   Secretary   for   the   14th   Dalai   Lama   at   the   Central   Tibetan   Administration  
in   exile   in   Dharamsala,   India,   appreciated   her   work   with   Nobel   Film   Legacy   by   writing   “    His  
Holiness   has   directed   me   to   thank   you   profusely   for   your   pivotal   role   in   making   the   award  
winning   documentary,   "The   Dalai   Lama-Scientist”,   in   the   preparation   of   the   Official   Guide   for  
Study    &   Discussion.   He   thought   that   the   film   was   in   line   with   his   efforts   to   be   the   bridge  
between   modern   science   and   Buddhist   science.   And,   thank   you   again   for   your   contribution   to  
this   important   project   that   Dawn   Engle   worked   so   hard   and   successfully.   His   Holiness   sends   you  
his   prayers   and   good   wishes.”  

We   were    thrilled    to   partner   with   Sarah.   She   is   a   respected   social   impact   consultant   and  
accepted   into   the   U.S.   Department   of   State   Fulbright   Specialist   program,   consulting   for  
Archbishop   Desmond   Tutu   and   his   daughter   Thandeka   for   their   NFO,   Tutudesk.   Our   experience  
was   exceptionally   good,     and   we   are   proud   to   recommend   her   to   others.  

 

Sincerely,  

Daw�   Gi�or�   Engl�  
Director,   Nobel   Legacy   Films   |   Founder,   Peacejam  

 
 
 


